Contrasting Stars and Planets
Prep Time: 30 minutes
Teaching Time: 90 minutes

Science Concept:
Planets and stars have contrasting characteristics.

Objectives:
The student will:
•• make observations about light emission and reflection; and
•• contrast the characteristics of light emission and reflection as they apply to planets, stars, moons,
meteors, and comets.

GLEs Addressed:
Science
[6] SD4.1 The student demonstrates an understanding of the theories regarding the origin and evolution of
the universe by contrasting characteristics of planets and stars (i.e., light reflecting, light emitting,
orbiting, orbited, composition).
[6] SA1.1 The student demonstrates an understanding of the processes of science by asking questions,
predicting, observing, describing, measuring, classifying, making generalizations, inferring, and
communicating.
Writing
[6] W2.2.2 The student writes for a variety of purposes and audiences by writing in a variety of nonfiction forms
using appropriate information and structure (i.e., step-by-step directions, descriptions, observations,
or report writing).

Vocabulary:
asteroid – also (“planetoid”); rocky bodies, the vast majority of which orbit the sun between Mars and Jupiter. It is
thought that there must be around 100,000 in all. The largest asteroid is Ceres that has a diameter of
579 miles. The smallest detected asteroids have diameters of several hundred feet. Together with
comets and meteoroids, asteroids make up the minor bodies of the solar system. They are considered
to be left over planetesimals from the formation of our solar system. The gravitational pull of Jupiter
is thought to have stopped the members of the asteroid belt from forming a planet.
characteristic – a special quality or appearance that makes an individual or group different from others
comet –small solar system bodies that orbit the sun and, when close enough to the sun, exhibit a visible coma
(or atmosphere) and/or a tail — both primarily from the effects of solar radiation upon the comet’s
nucleus. Comet nuclei are themselves loose collections of ice, dust and small rocky particles,
measuring a few kilometers or tens of kilometres across.
contrasting – to compare two persons or things so as to show the differences between them
emit – to throw or give off or out (emit light)
meteor – the incandescent (glowing due to heat) trail of a meteoroid as it enters Earth’s atmosphere
meteorite – a meteoroid that reaches Earth’s surface
meteoroid – a fragment of matter which may turn into a meteor or a meteorite if it strikes Earth
moon – a naturally occurring satellite, or relatively large body, orbiting a planet
nebula – any of many huge clouds of gas or dust in deep space
planet – a heavenly body other than a comet, asteroid, or satellite that travels in orbit around the sun
reflect – to bend or throw back waves of light, sound, or heat (a polished surface reflects light)
star – a celestial body visible in the sky that emits light; our sun is a good example of a star
Teacher’s Note Regarding Pluto: In August 2006, the International Astronomical Union (IAU) General Assembly agreed on the definition of “planet.” A planet is a
celestial body that (a) is in orbit around the sun, (b) has sufficient mass for its self-gravity to overcome rigid body forces so it assumes a hydrostatic equilibrium (nearly round)
shape, and (c) has cleared the neighborhood around its orbit. According to this definition, Pluto is no longer classified at a planet. Pluto is now considered a dwarf planet.
Source: “IAU0603: IAU 2006 General Assembly: Result of the IAU Resolution Votes.” 24 August 2006. http://www.iau.org/iau0603.414.0.html. Accessed 11 January 2007.
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Materials:
••
••
••
••
••

Rope/line
Several balls of varying size and color, including a white ball
Strong flashlight
Heavy tape (to attach string to balls)
OVERHEAD: “Sun and Planets”

Activity Procedure:
Gear Up
Process Skills: observing, communicating, and inferring
1. Review how solar systems are formed.
2. Turn out the lights in the room. Shine a powerful flashlight around the room; be sure to avoid
student’s eyes. Ask students what emit means.
3. Shine the flashlight so that it reflects from a white ball. Ask students what reflects means.
4. Ask students what kinds of objects emit light and what kinds of objects reflect light.
5. Ask students what types of objects in our solar system emit light and which what types of objects
reflect light.
Explore
Process Skills: observing, communicating, and classifying
6. Display OVERHEAD: “Sun and Planets.”
7. Instruct students to hang several balls of various sizes at varying distances in the classroom and
shine the flashlight at them. Students should observe the reflective properties of the balls and take
notes.
8. Discuss the result of student explorations and ask students which characteristics identify an object
in space as a star or a planet. Ask students to define in their notes and in discussion those
characteristics of a sun or a planet.
Generalize
Process Skills: communicating and classifying
9. Discuss the following objects in our solar system: asteroids, moons, comets, and meteors. Then ask
the following questions:
a. Do asteroids act more like planets or stars?
b. Do moons reflect or do they emit light?
c. What objects in a solar system emit light?
d. What objects reflect light? Do comets reflect light?
e. Do comets, asteroids, and moons share more characteristics with stars or with planets?
f. Do meteors reflect or emit light?
Apply / Assess
Process Skills: communicating and classifying
10. Assign students to write a short paper in which they should identify the characteristics of stars and
planets. Instruct students to attach their notes from this lesson.
Extension Ideas
Process Skills: communicating and collecting data
•• Ask students to research planets and stars on the Internet, investigating temperature ranges,
distances, orbits, etc.
•• Ask students to research why it is difficult to take pictures of objects in space, like stars, planets,
or asteroids.
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The student does not
differentiate between
light omitting and
light reflecting
objects.

The student does not
pay attention and
takes no notes.

[6] SD4.1
[6] W2.2.2

[6] SA1.1

The student describes in writing the
contrasting characteristics of light
emission and reflection of planets and
stars.

The student makes observations and
takes notes about light emission and
reflection.

Emergent

GLE

Objective

Contrasting Stars and Planets
The student clearly
differentiates
between the light
emitting capacity of
stars and the
reflecting
characteristics of
planets.
The student pays
attention to the
presentation, takes
notes, and answers
questions.

The student mostly
pays attention to the
lecture, and takes
some notes.

Proficient

The student describes
a star as being light
emitting but
sometimes mistakes
planets as being light
emitting.

Developing

The student pays
attention to the
lecture and slide
show, both answering
and asking questions,
and takes notes.

The student describes
the relationship
between planets and
stars, that stars emit
light and that planets
reflect sunlight/
starlight.

Advanced

sun and Planets
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